A Lost Gentle
I cannot make amends; my daily life is anchored in the terrible reality of this century. Caught between crisis, kinship,
career, money, complicated relationships and the whimsical desire of politicians, it is often difficult to find proper balance in a society that does seems to lack a sense of purpose or foster one. Or perhaps it is simply the lacklustre, the
shear mundane everyday banality of a world that lives too fast for human pace. Yet it is my century.
What tortuous roads lead me to the Barony of Castel Rouge? Could it be those dreaded stars that guide sailors to port
or some perverse machination of destiny? Castel Rouge is far away from the salty mist of the sea I love so much, far
from the delicate rolling hills covered with forests of the land that welcome me in this world, far in time to everything
I have been raised.
Yet I am here on this wind battered prairie, surrounded by a crowd I hardly know. Who are these people who speak of
knowledge long gone bare for some dusty books? What is this community who passionately and painstakingly spend
their time reconstructing objects and ways that are barely distorted memories for most of us? Yet, something is
strangely appealing with their passion.
No matter, here I am. Any journey starts with a single step a wise man once said. On this cold morning of January, this
step is hard. As I arrive at the site, I could not be more confused or out of place. I haven‟t felt this awkward in a long
time. I could not hide my ineptitude, even if I tried, so many details are wrong, so many social convention are unsuitable in this place. The situation is so tragic that I could barely cloth myself without a kind hand to show me.
I am certain they can feel my discomfort but they do not react to it. On the contrary, to my surprise, the welcome is
one of a long lost friend who returns. A philosopher would one day say: strangers are always measured, evaluated by a
community against the prevalent social benchmark, or did he say it a long time ago? I am loosing track of time caught
in a strange impression, out worldly. It is now, yet it feels like another place, another time. In the end, I do not know if
I fail or succeed but I start to feel at ease. There are plenty of questions, more than any one can remember, but always
a charitable soul to explain with a compassionate smile the ways of this unfamiliar land. The number of people is surprising. They travel far and wide and come from across this kingdom to meet each other and enjoy kindred interest.
The day slowly takes shape, the proud warriors fight for honour; others are busy tending their arts, children run and
play, people laugh, discuss and enjoy life. Merchants expose their wares and a talentuous artist introduces us to Indian
body art. The autocrats are like whirlwinds of activity tending to the good order of this event and just as my apprehensions are dissipating, the event reorganizes itself for court and feast.
Once more, I am caught off balance, unsure of my actions, unsure of the decorum. I observe avidly the proceedings
and after a series of awards granted by their Excellencies, I found myself kneeling with others in a pledge to the crown
of Northshield. This is likely routine for all of those who surround me, but it is new to me, and I am caught in the inconceivable uniqueness of this occasion. Out of time, out of place, I am starting to understand what brought these people together. It is not only competence, artefacts or exploits on the battlefield; it is the dynamics, the friendships, the
whole and the uniqueness of their passion that ties them together. To the outsider, they are an anachronism, filled with
knowledge devalued by a modern world; a world that remembers this bygone era only through the distorted lens of our
own technical arrogance.
While I am there on my knees swearing to a sword and the crown prince of this kingdom, I realize that through their
effort, from the most humble to the most exceptional, they keep alive the deeds and knowledge of our ancestors. This
expertise is the very fabric gathered through much pain by them, and that created our modern society. The things I
have discovered in these short weeks, in this event, made me appreciate the long road that separates us from our forefather, yet our world has forgot most of it, relegating it to trivial misconceptions in popular culture. This quest is noble
and worthy but deep down, it is the people, the group and the wonderful times and enjoyment that keep this endeavour
alive.
Other events will doubtless follow, distinct, elsewhere, different and the same, but like love, the first one always hold
a special meaning. It will be so because of the fantastic people I have met and who made me feel at home, welcoming
the awkward stranger and helped me make my first steps into the past. The road of life might take me elsewhere but,
for now, I will sit down here close to the fire at Castel Rouge and listen to tales of past exploits, of the great Pennsic
wars, of summer under the Gimli night skies, learning new skills and above all enjoying the company of remarkable
people that share something truly unique.

Jéhanne

Archery Checklist
Berach mac Arailt Oicc
1. Stance - Feet straddle the shooting line, imagine a line from the balls of your feet
pointing to the target. Average line has the back foot‟s ball line up with fore foot‟s
and on to target. An Open stance has the back foot moved ahead slightly - this helps
move the string away from the arm and body more at the cost of putting a greater
strain on the shoulder muscles. A more Closed stance drops the back foot back
slightly to put less strain on the shoulder.
2. Posture - Your weight is balanced evenly between both feet, or slight pressure is
on the fore foot; Your shoulders should remain above your hips, knees, and feet - a
straight line all the way down with your shoulders back, down, and relaxed; keep
your head upright (remember „Proud Archer Stance‟); the line of bow-hand palm,
wrist, elbow, shoulder, torso, string-hand shoulder all aligned toward target. Your
string-hand elbow should be raised slightly, so the forearm is about level. Remember
to keep breathing normally.
3. Bow Grip - Use a light, relaxed grip - mainly, if not exclusively, with thumb and
index finger and the other fingers lightly supporting or resting to the side, the thumb
-side of the palm pad bears most of the pressure of the pull, grasp at a consistent spot
on riser. Keep the wrist in a comfortable straight position. This will help rotate your
arm so the forearm muscles are directed out of the path of the string.
4. Draw out an arrow from the quiver and knock on the string; use just your stringhand to grab at the nock-end of the arrow behind the feathers.
5. Seat the nock firmly, immediately under and against the bead. Rest the fore end
of the shaft on the arrow rest (whether prong-type, shelf-type, or your bow-hand
glove in long bow use)
6. Grasp the string with one-and-two (3 finger) or one-and-one grip (2 finger) grip,
ensure that your fingers are clear of and not pressing against the arrow shaft. A finger putting the slightest pressure upon the arrow shaft will cause it to tend to turn on
the string as you pull.
7. Look down range at the target. Keep both eyes open but try to concentrate on
your string-hand-side eye.
8. Visualize the arrow entering the target where you wish it to.

9. Begin to draw back on the string, keeping your eye on the target. (Pull only the
string - remembering step 6). This is why you are wearing a glove on the string-hand
- an uncalloused finger is easily cut by the pressure on the string.
10. Finish drawing the string back until your hand reaches your knocking point (the
spot on your jaw/cheek/face/head/ear). You need to do this consistently to the very
same spot, or you will be imparting different force each time you shoot! It may help
to time your breathing pattern such that you are finishing an inhale as you complete
the draw.
11. Sight Picture -The string ought to be in the middle of your line of sight, the arrow shaft pointing to the target and your sight picture as image 1, on your target.
12. Recall steps 2, 3, 6 and ensure the shaft remains upon the rest. Remember to
breathe evenly through all this, but as you prepare to loose, draw in or let out a halfbreath and pause.
13. Release the string. Just let go. Simply stop pulling and relax the crook of your
fingers. The string will readily roll off your fingertips. Do not fling your string-hand
aside or back, or pull or push the bow hand.
14. Hold this position a moment until the arrow has completely cleared the rest (it
does take a moment), you may wish to develop a relaxed tilting forward of the bowhand at the wrist, it helps some ensure the arrow gets away cleanly.
15. See where your shot has gone. Remember the arrow always goes exactly where
you have aimed it - it is just that sometimes you didn‟t aim where you thought you
were aiming. On your next shot you should be able to adjust your perceived aimpoint.
You can expect an unfamiliar bow to take some time for you to figure out the details
of your aim point, range to target, strength of the bow as well as other characteristics
will affect the arch and apparent height on the target you must “place” the point of
the arrow to hit the mark. Also, the arrow has to curve about the staff of the bow and
spring back, wobbling like a spawning salmon (and the amount varies from bow to
bow and shooting style to style) so expect the lateral aim-point to take a little fine
tuning, too.
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